Indux Spray Booths
Industrial Grade Spray Booths
Economical to Purchase & Maintain
Built to AS/NZ 4114.2003

Australian Designed and Built

The Max-Dry range is designed
for painting various dimensioned
work pieces. It is space efficient and
this allows installation in any working
environment.
Maximum Economy

The Max-Dry range is the lowest cost spray booth
around to purchase and to maintain. The user
replaceable filters are also low cost, but high
performance.

High Filtration

The coalescing filter material performance can reach
98% used properly.

Long Useful Life

With minimum air flow resistance coalescing filters
(as low as 35Pa on new filters) aid in low sysem
static pressures. The benefits are reduced energy
consumption and a saving in power costs.

Galvabond Steel Construction

The Max-Dry is entirely built with pre-fabricated
galvanised steel panels. This avoids corrosion and resists
scratching. The panels can be supplied unassembled
permitting easy on site assembly in work shops with
restricted access. Also freight costs are reduced.

Spares

Filters are available in pre cut panels to fit directly or in
bulk packs uncut.

Accessories
Easy Filter Renewal

With nifty removable filter panels it is easy to quickly
change filters, saving time, helping you maintain
maximum productivity.

Control panels to Australian Standards AS4114 complete
with interlocks sensors solenoids and indicators. This
is a Work Cover and Electricity Supply requirement. Full
range of ducting available. Wet wall filtration spray booth
systems also available.

Principle of Operation

With the thousands of filaments arranged in numerous
layers, paint laden air is drawn through the filter media,
each time the air changes direction paint collides with
a filament due to its inertia. Once the paint touches
the filter media it adheres to the filter surface. Only air
passes freely through the filter.
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